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like the trial, the full version of vcarve pro is licensed to the construct makerspace, and so its possible to use it to create files for the construct makerspace edition of solidworks. to do this, go to the help about dialog, select the enter makerspace id button and enter the id
f867e-1f6c6-7721b-e1ca1-b3510-49351-41a03 to use the rit makerspace client edition of vcarve pro. after you have created a nc file in solidworks for the construct makerspace edition, you can save the file as a g-code file or a vcarve pro file. to save the file as a g-code file, select save

as from the file menu and save as g-code. to save the file as a vcarve pro file, select save as from the file menu and save as vcarve. the file type will be displayed at the top of the save as dialog. to use your vcarve pro file at the construct, go to the help about dialog, select the enter
makerspace id button, and enter the id f867e-1f6c6-7721b-e1ca1-b3510-49351-41a03 to use the rit makerspace client edition of vcarve pro. i had two projects to prototype; a jar and a small toaster. the jar was simple, and i could get my bearings quickly. i started making the jar using a

1/8 scale version of the original design. the plan was to make a rough prototype of the mold and use it to make a mold for the full-scale version. i was able to get the jar to work with a combination of cut2d and vcarve pro, and it was pretty solid. i was able to simulate and test my
toolpaths quickly using the construct's simulation capability. in the end i didn't use the full-scale version of the mold and instead used a new design with some minor variations to make a more realistic toaster. although i had some experience with toolpaths from usingcut2d on other

designs, i had never made toolpaths before. i started with vcarve pro, which was very easy to use, and was able to generate toolpaths quickly. the file size for vcarve pro is much smaller than cut2d, so it was a great way to get started.
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VCarve Pro is an effective and easy-to-use tool for people wanting to create toolpaths (instructions for the CNC machine to follow) for a wide variety of CNC machines. These toolpaths can be generated from existing designs created in other CAD packages or by designing from scratch
inVCarvePro. However, investing in this software can be prohibitively expensive, and while using software licensed and installed at the Construct is possible, it restricts the time that can be spent on the toolpathing to the time which can be spent here using our computers. VCarve Pro

VCarve Pro is a powerful yet incredibly easy to use design and programming system for your AXYZ router. It contains all the tools you need for 2D machining as well as high end V-Carving features. Design and layout tools include true shape nesting, single line fonts for engraving, curve
and arc fitting and many more. NC programs produced by VCarve Pro support ATC and can include advanced features such as tabs, ramping, pocketing, lead in/out and auto inlays.. like most vector graphics programs, vcarve is not very robust on its own. rather than learn a whole new

application, you can install vcarve lite or vcarve with the vcarve pro key. vcarve pro is also available as a standalone app on the mac app store. vcarve pro offers both cutting and 3d printing features. it also provides an easy alternative to cad programs. its 2-sided vector graphics
design and animation makes it a great tool for brand development or even for creating signage. the design limitation listed above affects the performance of the software and is unrelated to the tool bit itself. if you want to learn more about the program, visit their website at
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